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Response to Amendment

1 . The response filed on 1/10/2005 has been received and made of record.

2. Applicant's argument filed on 1/10/2005 with respect to claims 1-21 are fully

considered but are moot in view of new ground of rejection

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1 .56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

Claims 1-13, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hatakeyama U. S. Patent No. 6,542,468 [hereinafter Hatakeyama] in view of Gourlay

U.S. Patent No.6, 850,980 [hereinafter Gourlay].
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As per claim 1, Hatakeyama discloses a method for delivering content over a network

having at least one requesting endpoint and at least one node, wherein the at least one

node stores content, the method comprising:

launching a request for content from the at least one requesting end point (transmitting

request to service provider) (see coL 9, lines 10-15);

propagating the request over the network to the at least one node(see col. 9, lines 10-

15 and col. 10, lines 6-10);

leaving a trail of the request at the at least one node(storing or recording the path of the

request at a node) (see fig. 4b and col. 9, lines 6—31 and col. 13, lines 23-50); and

when content matching the request is located, returning a copy of the content to the at

least one requesting endpoint over the trail of the request (col. 9, lines 6—31 and col.

13, lines 23-50).

Hatakeyama does not explicitly disclose regarding:, wherein the content further

comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to identify an attribute of the

content, and the step of launching a request further comprises: launching the request

with a request payload containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the

descriptor.

Gourlay discloses content routing system for delivering a content over a network,

wherein the content further comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to

identify an attribute of the content, and the step of launching a request further

comprises: launching the request with a request payload containing one or more

instructions on what to locate in the descriptor (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to
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col. 4 line 21). Therefore, it would have been obvious to having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to incorporate the teaching of Gourlay into the system of

Hatakeyama such as launching the request with a request payload (i.e., content

identifier) containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the descriptor, thus

the speed of accessing any particular piece of content has been greatly enhanced.

As per claim 2, Hatakeyama discloses the method of claim 1 , wherein the network

comprises at least one other endpoint and the method further comprises: propagating

the request over the network to the at least one other endpoint; and leaving a trail of the

request at the at least one other endpoint (col. 13, lines 23-50).

As per claims 4-5, Gourlay the method of claim 1 , further comprising:

launching the request with a persistence indicator that indicates a duration for which the

request is to be preserved at the at least one node (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50

to col. 4 line 21).

As per claim 6, Gourlay discloses the method of claim 1 , wherein the at least one node

further comprises a receiver for receiving the request and identifying an adjacent node

from which the request is received, and the method further comprises:

comparing the request payload to the descriptor of the content stored at the at least one

node; and when the request payload matches the descriptor, forwarding the content
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with the matching descriptor to the adjacent node (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to

col. 4 line 21).

As per claim 7, Hatakeyama discloses a method for delivering content over a network

having at least one requesting endpoint and at least one node, wherein the at least one

node stores content, the method comprising:

launching a request for content from the at least one requesting end point (transmitting

request to service provider) (see col. 9, lines 10-15);

propagating the request over the network to the at least one node(see col. 9, lines 10- -

15 and col. 10, lines 6-10);

leaving a trail of the request at the at least one node(storing or recording the path of the

request at a node) (see fig. 4b and col. 9, lines 6—31 and col. 13, lines 23-50); and

when content matching the request is located, returning a copy of the content to the at

least one requesting endpoint over the trail of the request (col. 9, lines 6—31 and col.

13, lines 23-50).

Hatakeyama does not explicitly disclose regarding: wherein the content further

comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to identify an attribute of the

content, and the step of launching a request further comprises: launching the request

with a request payload containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the

descriptor.

Gourlay discloses content routing system for delivering a content over a network,

wherein the content further comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to
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identify an attribute of the content, and the step of launching a request further

comprises: launching the request with a request payload containing one or more

instructions on what to locate in the descriptor (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to

col. 4 line 21). Therefore, it would have been obvious to having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to incorporate the teaching of Gourlay into the system of

Hatakeyama such as launching the request with a request payload (i.e., content

identifier) containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the descriptor, thus

the speed of accessing any particular piece of content has been greatly enhanced.

As per claims 9-1 0, Gourlay the method of claim 7, further comprising:

launching the request with a persistence indicator that indicates a duration

for which the request is to be preserved at the at least one node (see figs. 3 and 4 and

col. 3, line 50 to col. 4 line 21 ).

As per claim 1 1 ,
Gourlay discloses the method of claim 7, wherein the at least one node

further comprises a receiver for receiving the request and identifying an adjacent node

from which the request is received, and the method further comprises:

comparing the request payload to the descriptor of the content stored at

the at least one node; and when the request payload matches the

descriptor, forwarding the content with the matching descriptor to the adjacent node

(see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to col. 4 line 21).
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As per claim 12, Hatakeyama discloses a method for delivering content over a network

having at least one requesting endpoint and at least one node, wherein the at least one

node stores content, the method comprising:

launching a request for content from the at least one requesting end point (transmitting

request to service provider) (see col. 9, lines 10-15);

propagating the request over the network to the at least one node(see col. 9, lines 10-

15 and col. 10, lines 6-10);

leaving a trail of the request at the at least one node(storing or recording the path of the

request at a node) (see fig. 4b and col. 9, lines 6—31 and col. 13, lines 23-50); and

when content matching the request is located, returning a copy of the content to the at

least one requesting endpoint over the trail of the request (col. 9, lines 6—31 and col.

13, lines 23-50).

Hatakeyama does not explicitly disclose regarding:, wherein the content further

comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to identify an attribute of the

content, and the step of launching a request further comprises: launching the request

with a request payload containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the

descriptor.

Gourlay discloses content routing system for delivering a content over a network,

wherein the content further comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to

identify an attribute of the content, and the step of launching a request further

comprises: launching the request with a request payload containing one or more

instructions on what to locate in the descriptor (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to
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col. 4 line 21 ). Therefore, it would have been obvious to having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to incorporate the teaching of Gourlay into the system of

Hatakeyama such as launching the request with a request payload (i.e., content

identifier) containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the descriptor, thus

the speed of accessing any particular piece of content has been greatly enhanced.

As per claim 13, Hatakeyama discloses a method for delivering content over a network

having at least one requesting endpoint and at least one node, wherein the at least one

node stores content, the method comprising:

launching a request for content from the at least one requesting end point (transmitting

request to service provider) (see col. 9, lines 10-15);

propagating the request over the network to the at least one node(see col. 9, lines 10-

15 and col. 10, lines 6-10);

leaving a trail of the request at the at least one node(storing or recording the path of the

request at a node) (see fig. 4b and col. 9, lines 6—31 and col. 13, lines 23-50); and

when content matching the request is located, returning a copy of the content to the at

least one requesting endpoint over the trail of the request (col. 9, lines 6—31 and col.

13, lines 23-50).

Hatakeyama does not explicitly disclose regarding:, wherein the content further

comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to identify an attribute of the

content, and the step of launching a request further comprises: launching the request
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with a request payload containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the

descriptor.

Gourlay discloses content routing system for delivering a content over a network,

wherein the content further comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to

identify an attribute of the content, and the step of launching a request further

comprises: launching the request with a request payload containing one or more

instructions on what to locate in the descriptor (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to

col. 4 line 21). Therefore, it would have been obvious to having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to incorporate the teaching of Gourlay into the system of

Hatakeyama such as launching the request with a request payload (i.e., content

identifier) containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the descriptor, thus

the speed of accessing any particular piece of content has been greatly enhanced.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed

or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the

subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject

matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made
to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was
made.

6. Claims 14-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hatakeyama and Gourlay in view of Chen U.S. Patent No. 6,567 I
380[hereinafter Chen].
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7. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1 .56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

As per claim 14, Hatakeyama a method for transferring content over a network

comprising one or more nodes wherein the one or more nodes are enabled to route

messages related to the transfer of content, the method comprising the steps of:

transmitting a request registration message when requesting content from the one or

more nodes, wherein the request registration message advertises (i.e., notifies) to the

one or more nodes an interest in locating a particular content (i.e., transmitting request

of desired content to other nodes) (see col. 9, lines 10-15 and col. 13, lines 36-50);

transmitting a content deliver message when the particular content requested is located

at the one or more nodes(see col. 9, lines 10-15 and col. 13, lines 36-50); and

transferring the particular content requested or a copy of the particular content

requested toward the one or more nodes from which the request registration message

was transmitted (col. 9, lines 6-31 and col. 13, lines 23-50).
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Hatakeyama does not explicitly disclose regarding:, wherein the content further

comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to identify an attribute of the

content, and the step of launching a request further comprises: launching the request

with a request payload containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the

descriptor.

Gourlay discloses content routing system for delivering a content over a network,

wherein the content further comprises a descriptor that enables the at least one node to

identify an attribute of the content, and the step of launching a request further

comprises: launching the request with a request payload containing one or more

instructions on what to locate in the descriptor (see figs. 3 and 4 and col. 3, line 50 to

col. 4 line 21). Therefore, it would have been obvious to having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to incorporate the teaching of Gourlay into the system of

Hatakeyama such as launching the request with a request payload (i.e., content

identifier) containing one or more instructions on what to locate in the descriptor, thus

the speed of accessing any particular piece of content has been greatly enhanced.

Hatakeyama and Gourlay are silent regarding:

transmitting a content registration message when new content is available at the

one or more nodes, wherein the content registration message advertises to the

one or more nodes that the new content is available.

Chen, discloses a system for propagating of routing update messages to neighboring

nodes including transmitting a content registration message when new content is

available at the one or more nodes, wherein the content registration message (i.e.,
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transmitting content advertisement message to neighboring nodes when the content of

the routing changes (see the abstract and col. 5, lines 41-51). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one having, ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

incorporate the Chen transmitting a content registration message when new content is

available at the one or more nodes, wherein the content registration message

advertises to the one or more nodes that the new content is available into the combined

system Hatakeyama and Gourlay in order to reduce repetitive request message by

ensuring nodes transmit notification messages when new content is available, thus

reducing bandwidth utilization.

As per claim 15, Chen discloses the method of claim 14, wherein the step of

transmitting a content registration message further comprises:

propagating the content registration message to the one or more nodes (see col. 5,

lines 41-60); and

building a routing table entry at the one or more nodes using the content registration

message (see col. 5, lines 41-60).

As per claim 16, Chen discloses the method of claim 14, wherein the step of

transmitting a content registration message further comprises:

propagating the request registration message to the one or more nodes (see col. 5,

lines 41-60); and

building a routing table entry at the one or more nodes using the request registration
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message (see fig.7 col. 5, lines 6, lines 10-33).

Page 13

As per claim 17, Chen discloses the method of claim 14, wherein the step of

transmitting a request registration message further comprises: creating a request

registration message trail (i.e., creating request message path) (see fig. 5 and col. 6,

lines 50-65).

As per claim 18, Chen discloses the method of claim 17, wherein the one or more

nodes are enabled to store messages and wherein the step of creating a request

registration message trail further comprises: storing a copy of the request registration

message at each of the one or more nodes that route the request registration message

(see fig. 5 and col. 6, lines 50-65).

As per claim 19, Chen discloses the method of claim 17, wherein the step of transferring

the particular content requested or a copy of the particular content requested toward the

one or more nodes from which the request registration message was transmitted further

comprises: routing the particular content requested or a copy of the particular content

requested along a path marked by the request registration message trail (see fig. 5 and

col. 6, lines 50-65).

As per claim 20, Chen discloses the method of claim 14, wherein the request

registration message further comprises: information or operating instructions that are

used to locate the particular content (see col. 6, lines 50-65).
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As per claim 21 Gourlay discloses disclose the method of claim 14, further comprising:

balancing the network load for transferring content by storing copies of content at the

one or more nodes(see fig. 1 1 and col. 7, lines 16-33).

Conclusion

8. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Salad E. Abdullahi whose telephone number is 571-272-

4009. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30 - 5:00. If attempts to reach the

examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Ario Etienne can

be reached on 571-272-4001 . The fax phone number for the organization where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published

applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status

information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For

more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you

have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business

Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).


